The Windham Restaurant and the New England Ghost Project proudly present an evening of
“Food and Spirits”. Join us for dinner and a presentation by some of the leading names in the
paranormal field. All for one low price*.

Monday April 27th ($39*) Author and lighthouse historian, Jeremy D’Entremont and renowned
paranormal investigator and radio personality, Ron Kolek discuss some of the most haunted
lighthouses in New England. They reveal the legends and the results of their investigations into these
enchanted buildings including their Emmy winning investigation into New London Ledge Lighthouse.
A portion of the proceeds of the evening will go to local lighthouse preservation.

Monday May 18th ($39*) Thomas D’Agostino, author of Haunted New Hampshire, Haunted
Massachusetts, Abandoned Villages and Towns of New England, and several other books on the
paranormal will discuss the stories behind the hauntings in his book.

Monday June 29th ($39*) Author and proprietor of New England Curiosities (haunted ghost
tours) Roxie Zwicker will take you on a journey into some of the most haunted sites on the sea coast
as only Roxie can.

Monday July 27th ($39*) Jeff Belanger is the founder of Ghostvillage.com (the largest
paranormal site on the internet) and author of a dozen paranormal books including Weird
Massachusetts, The World’s Most Haunted Places, and Who Haunts The White House. Jeff also writes
for the popular television series The Ghost Adventurers.

Monday August 24th ($49*) All the way from the U.K., the Windham is proud to present
Richard Felix, one of the stars of the popular and long running paranormal television show Most
Haunted . Richard is known for his great story telling abilities as well as his fascinating theories on the
paranormal.

Monday September 28th ($39*) Hear the stories behind the stories. Join trance medium,
author, and co‐host of Ghost Chronicles,Maureen Wood and author, host of Ghost Chronicles and
Ghost Chronicles International, and renowned paranormal investigator Ron Kolek as they delve into
some of the most interesting cases spotlighted in their new book, Ghost Chronicles.
*Price includes the speakers, dinner, taxes and gratuities. Drinks are not included.

Seating is limited. Tickets must be purchased in advanced and can be purchased from the
NEGP website at www.neghostproject.com

